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Franz boas theory of relativism

The Main Eye of American anthropologist, Franz Boas, founded Boasian Anthropology: he introduced the idea that culture is what is different between race and ethnicity and therefore, is what must be studied to understand humanity. Boasian Anthropology changes the idea of culture, overall, from what a person, eats, drinks, religious views and their musical
tastes, to the reaction and complete mental and physical activity that characterizes individuals of social groups.  Boasian Anthropology is known to divide anthropological disciplines to include four linguistic subfields, biology, archaeology, and cultural anthropology, a view that is still popular in the anthropological department of many universities today. The
most notable ideas and associated with Boasian anthropology though are cultural relativism, permeability, historical hisism, and rescue ethnography. Cultural Relativism The idea that one's activities or beliefs should be understood in their own cultural terms and values, not others. 2 Cultural Relativism brings attention to the problem of entnosentrism; which is
the belief that its own culture is more valuable or better than others. 3 Thnocentrism leads us to make premature judgments about the culture and people who are part of that culture. Cultural recitation also leads to the formation of utnology. Thnology is a cultural comparison using intnovographic, societal, and cultural data. Ethnology is usually done when
anthropologists get inside, fields- which means they go to the country and live with the people there to gain their sense and cultural best experience. The data resulting from intography helps us understand other cultures and how they are similar and different from other cultures.   Dissemination vs. The spread of Free Invention is the spread of ideas from
culture to culture and free invention is where cultures shape new ideas on itself without any influence from other cultures.  Agriculture developed on different continents (America and Asia) at the same time and because there is no trans-ocean communication during its formation, we can say that it is an independent invention.  However, things like custom or
rituals can be transmitted through neighboring tribes through congestion. Cultural differences can occur when tribes or different people meet or it can happen when one culture hates another, which usually results in them having to abide by their beliefs and cultural traditions.  For example, when Gauls are enslaved by ancient Rome they practice faith in
Roman gods and traditions; almost completely forget their horse god, Epona.  Boas considers it necessary to claim evidence of historical relations before accepting the theory of divers over free invention.  Specific History The historical term refers to the idea that each culture has its own and unique history that is not governed by universal law. The idea is a
huge component of Boasian anthropology because that's where the boasis put their focus when learning culture. Historical specialities were developed in contrast to Boas' rejection of Lewis Henry Morgan's ideas about the evolutionary pathways and the use of comparative methods. The evolutionary path uses general and universal themes to explain cultural
equations, but Boas argues that cultural attributes first must be explained in terms of certain cultural contexts rather than with broad references to general evolutionary trends. Boas and its followers will argue that culture cannot be compared or subject to public as each culture experiences a different and unique history, although it leads to the same cultural
aspects. The history of specificism and the concept of the aforementioned divers actually goes quite hands on hand. Similar intercultural characteristics may have permed through interactions between multiculturalism. However, although these characteristics are the same, they will develop different and unique history of their movements through various
communities. Etnography rescued Because of Boasians' interest with the context of cultural history, rescue ethnography became an important component of the Boasian approach to anthropology. Rescue ethnography holds the belief that all cultures are important and it is important to gather as much information as possible about a culture that may become
extinct due to assimilation or collection. This Method of Boasian anthropology is most different when Boas itself vigoils to collect and record information about Native American cultures threatened to disappear through assimilation to expand Euro-American culture.  Rescue ethnography puts a lot of interest in documenting culture, so that even rituals, beliefs,
and cultural customs are no longer practiced it will still be preserved through time.  Key Figures of the Introduction Franz Boas were born on July 9, 1858, in Minden, Westphalia, Germany. Before becoming interested in anthropology, Boas studied geography, mathematics, and physics at Heidelberg University, Kiel, and Bonn (Dolentz). Boas then drifted away
from these studies when he was interested in anthropology. He then started his work with the Kwakiutl Indians from North Vancouver and British Columbia, Canada (Dolentz). By studying these indigenous groups, Boas introduced a theory of cultural relativism, which is the idea that everyone has an equally developed culture. This theory also holds the belief
that the difference between people is the result of social, and geographical (Dolentz) conditions. Franz Boas is considered the founder of American and modern anthropology. He included socioocultural anthropological expansion, linguistics, physical anthropology and archaeology into his works. He is a strong believer in fieldwork on office work. Boas brings
the idea that cultural properties must be explained in certain cultural contexts rather than broad references to evolutionary trends. He said one's artistic style and characteristics can be understood simply by studying his productions as a whole. Boas's basic approach to work is that culture needs to be understood from a detailed study of a particular culture.
Throughout work, Boas influenced many students. Some of the most memorable students included; Alfred Kroeber, Ruth Benedict, Edward Sapir, and Margaret Mead. Contributions, Achievements, Life Story Franz Boas received a doctorate degree at the age of twenty-three years, in 1881, at kiel University. He then spent a year in the German army. After
the military, Boas studied language and culture with Native Americans, mostly Kwakiutl. His first expedition was a German expedition to the Arctic to study the Inuit in 1883. Soon after, he went to spend a year on Baffin Island in the Canadian Arctic, causing him to realise he wanted to study what determined human behavior. In 1887 Boas moved to New
York, where he became an assistant editor of Science. Later that year, he also married and became a Citizen of the United States. In 1888 he worked for the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) on the Northwest Coast. In 1889 he became a teacher at Clark University. Later in 1892 he joined the World Columbia Expo in Chicago. In
1895 Boas was appointed to the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) where he obtained his first permanent position and was no longer worried about finance. In 1896 he was hired as a teacher in physical anthropology at Columbia College. In 1899 he was promoted from teacher to professor at Columbia College. In 1900 Boas was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences. He then helped establish the American Society of Anthropology. He founded the American Journal of Linguistics short afterwards. He also helped set up an archaeological school in Mexico. Boas wrote six books and over 700 articles in his lifetime. Some of his most notable books are Race, Language, and Culture, and Nation
and Progress. He contributed significantly to language studies. In 1911 Boas showed that the characteristics thought to be permanent were completely modified by the environment, through a study on cranial form. Many of his studies have something to do with race. concluded that the biological differences between races He helped set up the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Boas argues that because of marriage and mating, there is no genuine biological race and that, the racial mix has no dangerous consequences. The variation between individuals in race is greater than the difference between races. Boas's view on Anthropology is that anthropology should provide a unique
cultural analysis that explains its shape, individual dynamic reactions to culture and culture to individuals. This view clearly influences Mead and Benedict as students. Boas argues that custom and believe are not the objectives of research. He seeks to learn why they exist, how they exist, and the history behind them. His research is more focused on the
differences between society, rather than similarities. His research shows that biology does not define culture, biology can be altered by the environment. The Overview of the main text for Boasian anthropology is race, language, and Culture written by Franz Boas. The book was published in 1940, and spoke mainly about finding similarities in cultures around
the world. Race, language, and Culture are not typical books, rather than a collection of Boas newspapers from research. In the book Boas reveals some of the key principles governing Boasian anthropological laws. Cultural reelism is the idea that everyone has grown evenly. Boas suggests that while some cultures become more technological or military
savvy, every culture has evolved to fully capabilities. This is because according to Boas each culture is regulated by a different set of laws that particularly to that individual culture. The concept of Boas dispersal, the idea that society borrows cultural trends from other communities they have observed, is also unpretenty in its writing. The book also describes
another of Boas's original ideas, a rescue ecragraphy. The idea that really everything should be observed when trying to learn about culture. Small things can ultimately show a lot about culture, and all the things culturally has to offer should be taken into account to form a clear picture of the culture. Franz Boas' race, Language and Culture contains a large
number of Boas research, and is a leading source used in Boasian anthropology. The Goals of Anthropology Research In this section of Race, Language, and Culture Franz Boas discuss the purpose of anthropology research. We may best define our objectives as an attempt to understand the measures in which humans have come to be what he is
biological, psychological, and cultural. Boas insists that all three factors must be taken into account to form a clear picture Boas claims, anthropologists must act as paleontologists do to discover human remains to understand our history. This of course fits the biological aspects of Boas's definition. Boas suggests that we must not only find ancient artefacts
and skeletons, but must also observe life in today's culture as this shows how culture has changed overtime. Contrary to stereotypes and popular beliefs, Boas claims that no one who is phenotype has a genetic advantage over the rest. He supports these claims by pointing out that the genetic line may have certain adjustments, but the rest of the population
as a whole has a huge range of physiological properties. Each population has several different physiologists than other members. Psychological studies of experiments, according to Boas can only be carried out on living races. However, Boas noted that inferences can be made about the culture of the past by collecting historical data. In any case,
psychological information will be restricted without a culture of life to follow. Boas closes this section by insisting that many of our lines of behavior are not naturally human impulses, but are instead learned through culture. The goal of Boas Ethnology continues with a discussion of an anthropology field called Ethnology. Boas defines this field as a study of
human history (especially early human history) through subject ways such as language, cultural studies, and body shape studies. Using these techniques Boas claims the purpose of Thnology is a critical analysis of each person's characteristics. Calling for various examples of observation, both himself and his contemporaries', Boas argues the importance of
ethnology when looking at a group of people. For example, he brought the carib language discovery in Brazil to demonstrate the importance of language and the effect that these findings have on how anthropologists see the person. He kept talking about how ectonology is tied to their cultural and inseparability history. In arguing this, he noted, To understand
and organism it is not enough to study it as a stable form, but it must be compared to all its offspring and offspring. In summary, this part of The Boas book emphasizes the importance of seeing a group of people from various perspectives and on a timescal basis rather than seeing them from a limited understanding perspective at some point. Geographical
Study Of Boas' next subject discusses that geography. He first talked about how relatively new the geography of discipline, citing how European ships would not leave the famous shipping route because they feared unknown. He keeps talking about how geographically important is to understand society soil and climate that lives in and around play play
leading role in the development of such society. Based on this, he theorized that historians and naturalists could meet on the same ground in this field. Boas then ended this section discussing the cosmicles he defined as having, his source in human personal feelings towards the world, towards the phenomenon surrounding him. To that point, Boas continues
to emphasize geographical significance in analyzing zero citizens. Franz Boas' biggest criticism was that although he defined the cultural role in community development, he did not have a good source of evidence to support the cultural interests and nature of it. While his critics agree that the discovery of cultural significance is an important addition to the
field, they are not convinced that he uses enough evidence to justify that conclusion. Criticism of Salvage Ethnography Salvage's ethnography refers to Boas' attempts to document the tradition of people almost their cultural extinction. Boas is very concerned with the cultural preservation of past people that some of his anthropological work critics are
uncomfortable about the methods he takes. They worry that with Boas' search for cultural evidence of the past, today's culture will not get the attention it needs. They fear the current cultural practices will be ignored and will change before it will be recorded because of the additional focus on the ancient culture of an area. Nature Vs. Cultivating great criticism
of Boasian Anthropology is that in fostering a boas nature debate leaning more on the cultivation side often ignores the biological aspects that occur in society. He believes that culture and behaviour are taught and learned in a society that makes up people more than their biology. She was criticised for sacking genetic make-up in her experiment seeing only
how the social environment affected a group of individuals. Cultural Determination of an ethnographer named Derek Freemen strongly opposed Boasian Theory and tried to prove Boas wrong by attacking Margaret Mead's book Coming Of Age in Samoa (1928) after she died. Freemen wrote Margaret Mead and Samoa: Manufacture and Dismantling of
Anthropology Myths (1986) as well as margaret Mead's Fate Scam: Historical Analysis of her Samoan Research (1999) which both discussed how Mead was crammed in her research especially as she wanted to delight Boas. He claims he has biased research and that he doesn't know enough about Samoan's culture to say they are peaceful and non-
violent societies. Freeman, while attacking Mead also attacked Boas for putting too much pressure on his students to produce results that wanted to help in cultural relativism as stronger arguments over biology. Boas is trying to prove that biology doesn't matter as much as the environment, largely to put a stop to racism, trying to prove race as a social
construct rather than a biological one.  Since his opinions and goals are so fixed, he has often been criticised for putting his goals first making some biased experiments and not as scientific subjective as he should. Have.
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